where • is geopotential (g0 Z, with go = 9"81ms-2) and f --2f_sin_, with f_ -----7.292 × 10-Ss -1, the earth's rotational frequency, and V latitude. Using the European 40 gpm change in Z over 400 km near 60°N, the geostrophic relation gives a meridional wind of slightly less than 8 ms -1, which is in rough agreement with the observed value for v anomaly there, 5ms-I.
Discussion
The three different corrections were also found (comprising 4.8%, 0.9 %, and 0.8% of all reports).
The set with the largest number of reports is consistent with the above results for Type 27. But those Type 27 sondes which have no radiation correction applied exhibit a mean Z* which is not offset from the Type 60/61/62 sondes. And some Type 27 sondes (solar corrected as specified by country) exhibited an even larger offset, although their uncertainties were much larger as well. These comparisons suggest that the radiation correction for the Type 27 sondes (and presumably Type 28) may give rise to the differences with the Type 60/61/62 sondes.
However, the number of reports is too small and their geographical separation too large to make definite assertions.
The tracking techniques used were examined in a similar way. The sonde reports were searched for those having the same code for tracking method. 23% of the reports indicated that the sondes were tracked automatically with auxiliary ranging. Two instrument types make up nearly all of this set: Types 27 (7% of all reports) and 62 (15%). The Z* profiles for both of these is consistent with previous results, including the offset between two profiles. 
